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ARTICIPATION IN GLASSTEC 2004
In November 2004, glasstec, the

world’s leading trade fair for all aspects
of glass, welcomed about 54,000 visitors from
81 countries. In their résumé on the last day,
exhibitors stated that the exhibition had been the
best in years. 

This impression is clearly confirmed by
Bernd Minning, CEO and President of
Grenzebach Maschinenbau, “Our booth was
always well attended and we met international
business people from all over the world.” He
emphasised the high qualification of the visi-
tors. “We spoke to top managers and decision-
makers alike who were especially interested in
our new and further developments of glass pro-
duction equipment.” The strong Grenzebach
participation resulted in signing three contracts
worth EUR 7.5 million. A new online cutting
line was sold to Glaverbel, while a marking
bridge, supervision and optimizing system and
further high-tech equipment will be delivered to

At the 2004 edition of glasstec,
German machinery
manufacturer Grenzebach was
present in two distinct areas of
the fair. At the company’s
stand, visitors could see further
development of float glass
cutting technology for trapezium
shaped automotive glass, load-
sharing robots, and the well-
known Tin Side/Air Side
stacker. The second Grenzebach
exhibition area, based within the
exhibition’s “glass technology
live” section, showed the recent
developments of the project
group LiST, with laser cutting
technology. 
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Grenzebach engineers during the past months
was rewarded by signatures under a contract for
the cold end of a float line for Cevital, Algeria. 

The second Grenzebach exhibition area,
based within the exhibition’s “glass technology
live” section, also attracted numerous visitors.
Here, Wolfgang Friedl, Grenzebach Manager
and member of the LiST laser cutting technolo-
gy project group, explained and demonstrated in
detail this innovative method. “Visitors were
very interested and impressed by the use of laser
in float glass cutting. This method produces the
best edge quality - indipendent of glass tension
- and creates plates with a much higher breaking
strength”, said Wolfgang Friedl. He pointed out
that after the successful field tests in summer
2004, with glass of a thickness between 2 and
10 millimetres, at Pilkington’s Weiherhammer
plant, further online tests were made at an
Italian float line to cut extra thick glass of
approximately 20 millimetres.

ADVANCED FLOAT CUTTING (AFC)
Another development of float glass cutting

technology, AFC, is a technical innovation for
cutting of trapezium shaped automotive glass.

Up to now there has been considerable glass
loss on both sides when trapezium forms are
cut. By changing the cutting pattern,
Grenzebach can reduce this loss down to virtu-

ally zero. The cutting
process within the
float line is changed.
Adjustment of longi-
tudinal and cross cuts
results in bevel cuts,
dividing the glass
into several inter-
laced trapezoids. The
small amount of
remaining cullet will
stay within the float
line and can be
directly re-melted.
Cullet transport to
the cutting line is
eliminated, as are
transport costs.

Apart from redu-
cing the amount of 
cullet, this cutting
method clearly results
in an improved
exploitation of the
production line. The
net glass ribbon 
width is reduced
which raises profit-
ability of the entire
production line.

Grenzebach
and Cevital
delegations

after signing
the contract

for a float
glass line for

Algeria

AFC CUTTING

AFC Cutting- a considerable reduction of
glass ribbon width, reached by changing the

cutting pattern, raises profitability of the
entire production line
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LOAD SHARING ROBOT
The use of robots for

the handling of glass
sheets has risen signifi-
cantly in recent years.
Robot flexibility is one of
the main reasons for this
trend in glass manufactur-
ing and processing. 
At glasstec 2004, Grenze-
bach demonstrated the
application of load-shar-
ing robots in a processing line for large 
format panes.

The controls of two industry-standard robots
are coordinated so that – working in tandem –
they can take jumbo sized glass sheets weighing
up to 600 kilos off the production line. Both
robots can also be operated separately when
small and medium format glass is produced.
The robots also have a static function, i.e., the
line stops when the glass sheets are taken off.

When functioning as Pick-on-the-Fly robots,
they withdraw the glass sheets from the running
conveyor line, thus offering an alternative to
manual take-off in certain production situations.

In general, robots increase stacking flexibili-
ty at glass production lines.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF THE TIN
SIDE/AIR SIDE STACKER

Important additional developments to the
Grenzebach Tin side/Air side stackers have fur-
ther improved their capacity. Enhanced engi-
neering has resulted in significantly faster and
even more reliable operations.

The flexibility to remove glass either from
the air side or – with the suction frame turned by
180 degrees – from the tin side, is particularly
appreciated by manufacturers producing both
“ordinary” and coated glass on their processing
line. The introduction of a Tin side/Air side
stacker in the line saves both space and invest-
ment costs. 

For coated glass the suction cups dive under
the transport belt to take the sheets from under-
neath thus avoiding unwanted marks on the
coated side of the glass. For other types of
glass it functions with the proven technology
of a swing arm stacker by taking off glass from
the air side.

The most important improvement made to
the Tin side/Air side Stacker since its introduc-

tion at glasstec 2002, is a change in drives.
Instead of rotary actuators driving the suction
cup frame, mechanical lever linkages for both
operation modes have been installed. These can
be switched on and off in turn, raising cycle
times by up to 12 cycles. Furthermore, as with
conventional stackers, only one rotary actuator
with crank gear is used. In consequence, con-
trols can be simplified, further increasing relia-
bility in operation.

The Tin-side/Air-side Stacker is Grenze-
bach’s answer to the increasing global demand
for coated glass. When processing a variety 
of different glass types on one line, this 
stacker offers clear advantages and cost-bene-
fits, as it combines the functions of two
devices in one machine.

HIGH SPEED STACKER
Even before its official introduction to the

market, many customers – especially American
glass producers - expressed great interest in the
Grenzebach High Speed Stacker. This was
developed for stacking small glass formats,
from 400 x 500 millimetres up to 2,200 x 1,850
millimetres, with high cycle times.

Using this system, glass sheets run on to a
suction belt, and are transported to a packet
frame. This action is repeated until a packet has
been created. The glass packet is then transport-
ed to a robot for take-off, either from above or
from the side, for storage on a glass rack. Here,
several packets can be stacked either side by
side or on top of each other.

For small glass sheets, feeding in a double
line achieves high cycle performance, as two
packets are built up and stacked in parallel. The
Grenzebach High Speed Stacker is currently the
only device that can stack glass sheets in a one
second cycle. It can easily be integrated into
existing side legs.

Load sharing
robots on
show at
glasstec
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Producers of automotive glass will particu-
larly appreciate the Tin Side/ Air Side stacking
option. The excellent stacking qualities of the
High Speed Stacker are also perfectly demon-
strated in off-line cutting operations.

LASER CUTTING
Cutting glass with lasers featured prominent-

ly at glasstec 2004. A special exhibition area
was dedicated to this new technology where, in
cooperation with partner companies,
Grenzebach present longitudinal laser cutting
on a float glass ribbon.

Extensive tests under production conditions
took place between summer and autumn 2004.
Various types and sizes of glass were cut longi-
tudinally by laser in real-time float glass manu-
facturing. An outstanding result of laser cutting
is the smooth and clean glass edge. The smooth
and planar edge minimizes the likelihood of
scratches created by glass chips. Flaking and
micro-cracks are virtually eliminated.
Furthermore, the edge stability of laser cut glass
is three times higher than with standard cutting
technology and twice as high as conventionally
cut and ground panes. Cracking of glass on the
line or in the glass store will be reduced. Laser
cutting is not influenced by glass stress so that
only one edge cut is required. The initial rough-
cut can be eliminated, allowing the width of the
glass ribbon to be reduced by 10 centimetres. As
a result, considerable cost savings in both mate-
rial and energy can be achieved.

At present, Grenzebach engineers are work-
ing on developments to apply laser cutting for
thick glass > 15 millimetres. The laser cut will
then snap the glass automatically on a standard
edge trim conveyor. 

The Grenzebach laser cutting device can be
integrated into all existing float cutting bridges.

In cooperation with BMBF, laser cutting is
developed by Grenzebach and its partners in a
combined project called LiST (Laser induced
Scoring by Tension). Results were presented
during a glasstec symposium on 11 November
2004. Further information can be obtained:
Float Technology: Egbert Wenninger
egbert.wenninger@grenzebach.com
Laser Technology: Wolfgang Friedl
wolfgang.friedl@grenzebach.com ■

Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH
Albanusstrasse 1-3, D-86663 
Asbach-Baeumenheim/Hamlar

Germany
Tel: +49 - 906 - 982-0

Fax: +49 - 906 - 982108
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